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FOREWORD

Tip, kl,tional Research Council (NRC), the principal operating agency of the National Academy of
Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering, is coordinating the development of national
standards for science education in grades K through 12. By the fall of 1994, National Science Education
Standards will be completed and published. The standards will be narrative descrirtions of what all
students-should be able to do to engage and understand the natural world. The standards will address
science curriculum, teaching, and assessment and will represent the consensus of teachers and other
science educators, scientists, and the general public.

The History of the National Science Education Standards Project

The NRC was commissioned to lead this undertaking in 1991 by the board of directors of the National
Science Teachers Association, the presidents of several scientific societies, the United States Secretary
of Education, the Assistant Director for Education and Human Resources of the National Science
Foundation, and the co-chairs of the National Education Goals Panel. Dr. James Ebert, vice president of
the National Academy of Sciences, presides as chair of the National Committee on Science Education
Standards and Assessment. An advisory committee was established to help plan and advise the
enterprise, and 89 individuals representing a wide range of perspectives and expertise in science,
science education, and teaching at all levels were invited to serve on the national committee or on one
of the three working groups (on curriculum, teaching, and assessment). The names and affiliations of the
members of the advisory committee, the national committee, and the working groups are listed on Table
1 in Appendix D. Science teachers from grades K through 12 constitute a plurality on each working
group. Broad participation by the science and education communities is ensured through oversight by a
national committee, the participation of scientists and educators in the development process, and a
critique and consensus procedure.

The task of the National Science Education Standards Project was initiated with the collection and
analysis of over 150 documents from professional organizations, states, other countries, and other
projects. The three working groups began their deliberations in the summer of 1992, while the critique
and consensus activity began establishing liaisons with scientific, educational, and other Interested
organizations. Table 2 In Appendbt D enumerates the organizations with which liaison has been
established and the person who Is the point of contact.

Activities scheduled for 1993 include additional meetings of the national committee and continuing work
on drafting documents. Working group efforts will result in the first draft of the National Science
Education Standards in the fall of 1993. Widespread distribution and requests for comments will lead to
further revision and discussion, culminating in the release of the standards by late fall, 1994.

The Charges to the Working Groups

The overall charge to the working groups on National Science Education Standards is to
develop, in cooperation with the larger science, science education, and education communities,
standards for school science. The standards, founded in exemplary practice and contemporary views of
science, society, and schooling, will provide a vision of excellence to guide the science education
system in productive and socially responsible ways. Standards for science curriculum, teaching, and
assessment will be integrated In a single document. The standards will specify criteria to judge the
quality of school science and to guide the future development of the science education enterprise.
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Science curriculum standards will define:

o the nature of school science experiences that exemplary practice and learning research propose

are effective In producing valued science leaminc;

o the scientific Information (facts, concepts, laws, and theories), modes of reasoning, and
proficiency in conducting scientific investigations that all students are expected to attain as the

result of their experiences; as well as

o the attitudes and Inclinations to apply outside the formal education system the scientific
principles and ways of thinking that all students are expected to attain.

Science assessment standards will define:

o the methods for assessing and analyzing students' accomplishments and the opportunities that
programs afford students to achieve the valued outcomes of school science;

o the methods for obtaining appropriate correspondence between assessment data and the
purposes that the data will serve; as well as

o the characteristics of valid and reliable science assessment data and appropriate methods for

collecting them.

Science teaching standards will define:

o the skills and knowledge that teachers need In order to provide students with school
experiences that will achieve the valued outcomes of learning science;

o the preparation and professional development needed by teachers in order to fulfill their roles; as
well as

o the support systems and resources needed to teach science effectively.

The National Science Education Standards will be descriptive, not prescriptive. A narrative form, rather
than checidists, will support thoughtful consideration and application of the substance of the standards.
The curriculum standards will not define a specific curriculum, syllabus, or course of study; the teaching
standards will not be certification or licensure specifications; the assessment standards will not be an
examination. In each case, examples will be used to illustrate the broad range of what is possible, not
define the "best" approach.
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Implementation

Concurrent with the development of the National Science Education Standards, other NRC activities will
address the assistance needed by teachers and schools If the standards are to in translated into action.
The Committee on a National Education Support System for Teachers and &hot Is (NESSTS) will
consider teacher education and professional development; obstacles created by the local environment
and by the need for new materials, equipment, and consulting services; and the attitudes and roles of
state and local administrative structures, parents, local business communities, colleges, and universities.
Others will work with such constituencies as corporations, community groups, and appropriate
Interested parties.

An invitation

This document is one in a series of precursors to the volume that will contain the
National Science Education Standards. The purpose of this document Is to invite the
education community to comment on the proposed substance and form of the
standards. It should be stressed that both substance and form are under review.

In Appendix C, you will find two surveys that will help in collecting feedback. Please
note the deadline of January 15, 1993, for responses and capitalize on this
opportunity to communicate your concerns and advice.

Page 3
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I. INTRODUCTION

This document contains:

o the intellectual foundations that will direct the development of the National
Science Education Standards;

o the frameworks for the science curriculum;

o samples of curriculum standards.

These unique aspects of the conceptualization of the National Science Education
Standards are drawn to readers' attention:

o Standards for curriculum, teaching, and assessment will be integrated in one
publication.

o Standards for science content will specify what all students should attain for:

a limited number of fundamental subject matter understandings;
the ability to inquire;
the ability and inclination to use scientific knowledge and reasoning when
making decisions;
an awareness of how science is practiced and of the interactions of
science, technology, and society.

o The standards will project a vision of science education in which teachers
create learning environments that enable students to acquire a body of
knowledge while developing the intellectual skills that will equip them to use and
increase their understanding of science throughout their lives.

o The standards will broaden the purposes of assessment from making
judgments about students' performance and setting policy to guiding teaching
and giving students ample opportunities to demonstrate what they know and
are able to do.

o The standards will represent a dramatic shift in the emphasis of school science
from what students know to how they know it and, consequently, how they
spend their time. Instead of accumulating information passively, students will
build understanding of fundamental ideas. Thus, the standards will focus on the
quality and usefulness of knowledge, rather than on how much students know.

Page 5
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Standards in the Service of Science Education

Science education standards that have broad national consensus and are imbued by a
sense of ownership are essential to bringing about the changes in the practice of
science education that will result in scientific literacy for all.

The standards will serve several important purposes. They will:

o Create a Compelling Vision of School Science
The new vision of school science will portray its excitement and the power of
scientific knowledge and reasoning strategies. The poor image of school
science must be dispelled. Far too many adults in positions to effect changes in
school science education recall dull hours spent in class memorizing
unconnected technical terms. Because they have been successful without good
preparation in the sciences, they neither value school science nor act as
advocates for it in the school curriculum. This new vision of school science is
essential to bringing about the necessary revolution in school science
education.

o Give Direction and Goals to Science Education
The standards will contain criteria to guide educators, government officials,
policy-makers, concerned citizens, and business and industry leaders who are
trying to improve school science education. With widely accepted goals for
school science and clear direction for achieving them, science will be able to
command its place in the school curriculum for all students at all levels.

o Support Exemplary Practice and Encourage and Direct Changes In
Science Education
The standards will provide exemplary teachers with the authority to use
nontraditional methods that meet the standards' spirit and intent and will give
direction and encouragement to those contemplating changes.

o Ensure Quality and Accountability
The public's ability to judge the quality of school science education, in terms of
both the effectiveness of the experience and what students have accomplished,
is limited. The standards will provide the education community and the public
with the information to make valid judgments and to hold education systems
accountable.

Page 6
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II. THE GOALS OF SCHOOL SCIENCE EDUCATION

School science education makes essential contributions to the individual and social
good. Along with other areas of human endeavor, each of which plays a unique role, a
knowledge of science is an essential part of an individual's abilities to:

o function well and make informed decisions in the home, community, and
workplace;

o continue to learn for personal, professional, and civic reasons;

o understand the relatedness of the spheres of human activity and the influences
of culture and context on human understanding.

Scientific Literacy

School science education contributes to the broader goals of education by providing
students with a scientific understanding of the natural world through knowledge of the
basic concepts of science, scientific modes of inquiry, the nature of the scientific
endeavor, and the historical, social. and intellectual contexts within which science is
practiced. The ability to apply such scientific knowledge to aspects of one's life is
called *scientific literacy."

Thus, the goals of school science education are to prepare students who understand:

o a limited number of the basic concepts of science and the fundamental
principles, laws, and theories that organize the body of scientific knowledge and
can apply them;

the modes of reasoning of scientific inquiry and can use them;

o the nature of the scientific endeavor and its ways of knowing;

o the history of scientific development, the relationship of science to technology,
and the historical, cultural, and social contexts in which this relationship is
embedded.

To contribc43 to the broad social goals of education, school science must attend to
not only students' understanding of the knowledge base, but also opportunities for
them to practice using their knowledge outside formal educational settings.
Furthermore, in combination with the skills and knowledge obtained from other fields,
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the goals of school science education will address the need for students to enrich their
lives; become empowered to take appropriate action in personal, professional, and
civic endeavors; and be equipped for the changing world of work.

Therefore, school science programs must provide experiences that:

o are personally and socially relevant;

o call for a wide range of knowledge, methods, and approaches to analyze
personal and societal issues critically;

o encourage students to act in ways that reflect their understanding of the impact
of scientific knowledge on their lives, society, and the world;

o encourage students' appreciation of the scientific endeavor and their excitement
and pleasure in its pursuit;

o develop in students an appreciation of the beauty and order of the natural
world.

Few school science programs offer these experiences now, and very few students
come close to demonstrating these abilities today.

Social Commitment

The National Science Education Standards will define the level of understanding of
science that all students, regardless of background, future aspirations, or interest in
science, should develop. The standards will be based on the bell& that all can learn
science.

The science standards will encourage all students--including members of populations
defined by race, ethnicity, economic status, gender, and physical and intellectual
capacityto study science throughout their school years and to pursue careers in
science. By adopting the goal science for all, the standards will promote the
participation of all students in challenging opportunities to learn science and will define
a level of understanding that all should develop.

The standards will advocate forcefully the inclusion of those who traditionally have not
received encouragement and opportunities to learn science- -women and girls, all racial
and ethnic groups, the physically and educationally challenged, and those with limited
proficiency in Englishas well as those who have.

Page 8
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Various ways of learning and different sources of motivation will be accommodated
because the curriculum, teaching, and assessment standards will take into account the
diversity of the student population, disparate interests, motivation, experience, and
ways of understanding science. The standards will define criteria for high-quality
instructional experiences that will engage all students in the full range of science
content. These experiences will teach the nature and processes of science in addition
to the subject matter, will reinforce the belief that men and women of diverse
backgrounds can engage and participate In science, and will uphold the premise that
all have a claim on this common human heritage.

The development of National Science Education Standards is essential to achieving
the goal of school science education for all students.
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III. THE CHARACTER OF SCHOOL SCIENCE

The essential character of school science is consistent with the disciplines of science.
The science disciplines contribute the content while the characteristics of programs
are influenced by the disciplines and by ideas about how students learn science.

The Intellectual Foundations of School Science

The science disciplines--drawn from the life sciences, the physical sciences, and the
earth and space sciencestogether with the philosophy,' history, and sociology of
science are the intellectual foundations of school science education and the National
Science Education Standards. The subject matter of school science is drawn from the
body of scientific knowledge. Philosophers of science consider the activities
undertaken and the procedures used in the practice of the scientific disciplinesthe
modes of inquiry, rules of evidence, and forms of argumentationas well as the values
and assumptions of the scientists conducting the activities. The product of these
activities is scientific knowledge. Historians and sociologists of science contribute
information about the relationship of science to the social and cultural contexts in
which it is practiced, including its relationships to other disciplines such as technology
and mathematics.

In Figure 1, the contributions of each discipline to the intellectual foundations of school
science education are elaborated. It would be easy to translate the substance of this
figure directly into the content of school science. However, the disciplines contribute to
more than merely the substance of the curriculum content. They also define standards
of quality for the content as well as the spirit of inquiry that must be reflected in school
science programs.

Three principles relate the disciplines of science to the content of school science and
the characteristics of its programs:

o The subject matter of school science must be consistent with the body of
scientific knowledge from which it derives.

o School science education must reflect science at: it is practiced.

o School science must convey a sense of the time and the culture in which
science has developed.

'See Appendbc A for a discussion of contemporary views of the philosophy of science.
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The Frameworks for School Science

Figures 2 through 5 reflect the frameworks, derived from Figure 1, that will guide the
development of specific standards for the content and for the characteristics of
programs of school science.

Figure 2 depicts the body of scientific knowledge and how it relates to the content and
the program characteristics of school science. Often, the body of knowledge is
regarded as being located within the basic domains of sciencethe life sciences, the
physical sciences, and the earth and space sciences. Figure 2 indicates that this
knowledge also can be classified into "organizers' that reflect important areas of study
and suggest movement away from these traditional domains. Within the "organizers,"
the National Science Education Standards will identify the fundamental concepts, laws,
and theories that will form a common basis of understanding for all students. The
fundamental ideas of the social sciences and technology will not be included. Rather,
only those aspects of the social sciences and technology that relate directly to the
historical development of the natural sciences will be part of the content of school
science as will be the complementary influences of science and technology on each
other and on contemporary society.

Figure 3 provides the detail for the nature of science. Under science content, an
important distinction is made between students knowing about the nature of scientific
inquiry and being able to conduct inquiries. Both are necessary. The same distinction
holds for forms of argumentation. The domain of values and habits of mind is
represented in the standards for programs. It also is represented in the ways in which
teachers model, through their behaviors and the environment and programs they
create, the values and habits of mind of the scientific community.

Figure 4 depicts the varied contexts (historical, social, and cultural) of science and the
relationships of science to other disciplines. Knowing about these aspects of science
is a part of the science curriculum and is reflected in the content and in the structure
and characteristics of school science programs. It is in studying the contexts of
science that students learn about those aspects of the social sciences and technology
that are related directly to historical and contemporary developments in science.

'Technology encompasses a range of distinctly different concepts. Sometimes, technology refers to
the devices used to provide instruction (e.g., computers and instructional software) or the devices used
te gather, display, and analyze data (e.g., thermometers, telescopes, graphing calculators, and
mainframe computers). In this document, technology means those endeavors whose goals are
improvement of the human condition. Such endeavors range from the practice of a craft such as knitting
to activities associated with engineering.
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New technological devices allow scientists to understand the natural world further, and
new scientific discoveries form the basis of new devices. For example, physicists have
applied principles of quantum mechanics to the design of new types of microscopes
that permit the direct observation and manipulation of individual atoms. These
microscopes have been engineered into powerful new instruments that are sold for
use in chemistry and biology, as well as in physics research. These new microscope
technologies open new fields of scientific endeavor because they provide a direct view
of individual atoms in matter. This is an illustration of the complementary interactions
between science and technology.

Just as scientific disciplines overlap and interact, so do the activities of scientists and
engineers in the development of new areas in the sciences, new products, and new
technologies. For instance, in biotechnology, new understandings of biological
functions at the molecular level have generated new concepts for the treatment of
diseases. This leads to the design of specific drugs, their production on a laboratory
scale, and then their testing. Subsequently, bulk production methods are designed
and full-scale production facilities are built. Ultimately, people are affected as new
treatments for diseases are established. The process begins with chemists and
biologists working together; later, it involves engineers, doctors, patients, and,
ultimately, citizens.

Studying the history of science not only highlights the relationship between technology
and science, but also shows students how science has evolved and that the drive to
understand the natural environment and to predict the course of natural events is
fundamental to the human race.

Figure 5 depicts another aspect of the content of school sciencethe application of
scientific knowledge to personal and societal decision-making. The ability to use
relevant scientific knowledge in clarifying and addressing issues and problems from
many areas of modern life is vital to informed decision-making in our society. This
ability is an important goal of science education and contributes to the goals of
general education. In the science curriculum standards, informed decision-making is
considered from the viewpoints of a set of interrelated skills and an understanding of
how these skills can contribute to sound decisions.
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The Learning Dimensions

The review of the intellectual foundations of school science and the frameworks
indicates a rich body of content for school science. However, rather than being
defined by a large collection of facts and information, the territory of school science
will cover a body of fundamental ideas, the nature of science, tne contexts of science,
and the applications of science. The school science program also is defined by what is
known from cognitive learning theories,3 which indicate that for students to develop
an active body of scientific knowledge, there must be extensive physical and mental
engagement with the natural world. In other words, inquiry must be at the heart of
learning science.

It also is known that discussion is important in the development of understanding. The
incorporation of discussion transforms a class from a collection of individuals seeking
personal understanding to a community of learners seeking common understanding.
Individual students participating in a community of learners communicate their
observations and interpretations of the natural world to their peers and, in doing so,
test the extent to which their points of view are shared. As they communicate,
students refine and elaborate their personal understanding while contributing to the
communal body of knowledge of the class. During the process, the community of
learners, with the guidance of their teacher, develops rules of evidence and modes of
argumentation that guide its inquiry procedures.

The findings of research on student motivation also impact strongly on the design of
school science programs. A major rationale for including technology (both as the
application of scientific principles to the betterment of the human condition and as
engineering principles that guide personal and societal decision-making) in the science
curriculum is its relevance to scieree. In other words, students will be engaged more
fully in learning science when they appreciate fully its relationships to their daily lives.
The motivating power of relevance is the basis of science programs organized around
the theme of decision-making and science, technology, and society.

Motivation also is one of the reasons for including in the science curriculum the history
of science and examples of .the contributions of other cultures to the growth of
scientific knowledge. Through such examples, students will see that the drive to
understand the natural environment is a basic, common, human one and that
individuals from all ethros groups and cultures have engaged in the process, thus
making their contributions to the growth of modem scientific knowledge.

*The cognitive view of learning science is considered further In Appendix B.
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If the school science program is to reflect the richness of content and what is known
about learning, the implications are clear:

o the amount of information and the body of knowledge to be learned must be
reduced substantially; and

o adequate time must be given to the development of understanding.

These insights about content and how students learn have many other implications for
curricula and teaching, as well as assessment, which will be described in the science
education standards when they are developed more fully.
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IV. THE STANDARDS FOR SCHOOL SCIENCE

The National Science Education Standards will contain criteria for judging the quality of
school science from kindergarten through grade 12 and for guiding the future
development of the nation's science education enterprise. Although all three of the
working groups (on curriculum, teaching, and assessment) have started their work, to
date more attention has been given to the framework for the curriculum standards, as
mentioned earlier. Thus, the focus in this section is on science education standards
from a curriculum perspective.

Program Standards Expectations for the overall school science curriculum will be
conveyed through program standards. These standards will deal with such diverse
concerns as the interweaving of inquiry (as a mode of instruction) with content, the
learning environment, criteria for selection of additional subject matter beyond that
specified as fundamental, and the effective use of instructional technologies.

Content Standards Expectations of what all students should understand (knowledge)
and be able to do (skills) as a result of their science education will be expressed in the
school science content standards. The standards for content will be accompanied and
amplified by illustrations of the multiple ways in which students can demonstrate their
understanding (assessment perspectives) and by examples of appropriate activities for
students (teaching perspectives).

Observations on the Body of Scientific Knowledge

Science textbooks and school science programs have become increasingly
overburdened with information and facts. Such an approach does not reflect the
growing knowledge of how conceptual understanding of science develops and the
need to enhance such understanding through investigations, through attention to
applications of science, and through understandings of the nature of science and the
role of science in social and cultural contexts.

The curriculum standards for content are based, in part, on the principle that the
amount of scientific knowledge that students are expected to learn must be reduced
substantially. This does not imply a lowering of expectations; rather, it offers students
the prospect of developing deeper understandings of the central ideas of science
through the extended use of inquiry and through opportunities to apply scientific
knowledge. Consequently, the content standards will identify, from the body of
scientific knowledge, a limited number of the important concepts, laws, and theories
that provide a foundation for understanding science. All students can be expected to
know, understand, and use this knowledge if they are given appropriate educational
or?ortunities that address their particular learning needs.
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The curriculum standards will not and should not specify the full science program.
Although school science content standards will specify the fundamental
understandings that all students should gain, teachers and school systems must
continue to construct thought-provoking, engaging lessons that build on local
resources and environments, reflect their particular interests and expertise, and
stimulate their students. All students must be encouraged and challenged to go
beyond the fundamental understandings specified in the curriculum standards. Thus,
the program standards also will include criteria for the selection of additional subject
matter and activities. These criteria will address such considerations as developmental
appropriateness, linkages to students' experiences, enhancement of students'
understanding of science applications, connections to other scientific knowledge, and
weighing the "benefits" of the increased knowledge and skills that students will acquire
against the instructional "costs" involved in offering these additional learning
opportunities.

The Categories of Content

The prototype standards presented in this document focus on the content of school
science. The general categories of content are consistent with the four major
components of science summarized in Figure 1, which are related to the science
curriculum in Figures 2 through 5.

o Nature of Science includes content standards for the understandings
and skills associated with scientific modes of inquiry and forms of
argumentation, as well as with students' understandings of the values
and habits of mind that characterize the practice of modern science. (See
Figure 3.)

In this document, this category of content is illustrated by the prototype
standards for Modes of Inquiry for grades 9 through 12. These standards
address the development of abilities to plan, implement, and interpret
scientific investigations.

o Fundamental Understandings of Science, selected from the body of
knowledge of the natural sciences, are the fundamental ideas (concepts,
laws, and theories) of natural science that all students should know and
be able to use. These ideas, drawn from the life sciences, physical
sciences, and the earth and space sciences, are organized (according to
current Curriculum Working Group thinking) in nine general categories:
Organisms, Ecology, Evolution, Matter and Its Interactions, Forces of
Nature, Motion, Energy, Forces That Shape the Earth, and Space
Science/Astronomy. Representative activities that can help students to
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understand these ideas are included, accompanied by suggestions of
various ways in which students can demonstrate their understanding.
(See Figure 2.)

In this document, this category of content is illustrated by prototype
standards for a segment of Matter and Its Interactions for grade levels K
through 4 and 5 through 8.

o Contexts of Science include what students should know about science
from historical, social, and cultural perspectives. What students should
know about the relationships of science to other disciplines and to other
areas of human endeavor (particularly to technology, the social sciences,
and mathematics) is included also. (See Figure 4.)

No prototype standards for this category are in this document because
detailed work has not started on this dimension.

o Applications of Science include content standards related to the
scientific understandings and skills needed to make personal,
professional, and civic decisions about issues and problems that contain
scientific and technological aspects. (See Figure 5.)

Prototype content standards for Decision Making in grades 9 through 12
are included herein.

The above-mentioned prototype standards for school science content are presented in
the following section. The focus in all three prototype categories is on specifying the
desired understandings and skills associated with each standard.

Comments and suggestions on the format, scope, and substance of these prototype
standards are invited. Response forms in Appendix C can be used for this purpose.
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The Nature of Science
Prototype Standard for Modes of Inquiry

Note: As does the prototype Standard for Decision-Making, this prototype focuses on
grades 9 through 12. Standards for Modes of Inquiry for grades K through 4 and 5
through 8, not drafted yet, will reflect the same general perspectives, but will address
the relevant skills and understandings at developmentally appropriate levels.

Grades 9 Through 12: Modes of inquiry

A. Comments on This Standard
Inquiry is the process by which scientists pose questions about the natural
world and seek answers and deeper understanding, rather than knowing by
authority or other processes. Approaching the study of school science in a
questioning mode is, therefore, in harmony with the practice of science, as
compared with presenting science by talking about it.

Inquiry in science follows no single pathway. Exploration can lead to many
questions. Carefully planned experiments can proceed in a predictable fashion
or yield startling data that lead to new questions and new investigations. On the
other hand, the process of !nquiry is not random; once a question is posed, the
search for answers follows a purposeful sequence of experimentation, data
collection, analysis, and the drawing of conclusions.

When students engage in inquiv, they use a wide range of tools and skills,
make choices among alternatives, and determine what events are important.
They use both practical, hands-on ski!is and thinking skills. Inquiry in the
classroom can and should engage students in inquiry as it really isa series of
creative, iterative, and systematic procedures.

Inquiry in the classroom is a means of promoting and supporting students'
curiosity and questioning spirit. Inquiry is a critical component of the science
curriculum at all grade levels and in every domain of science. It serves four
essential functions:

o to assist in the development of an understanding of scientific concepts;

o to develop an understanding of the nature of scientific inquiry;
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o to develop the skillsand the disposition to use themnecessary to
become independent inquirers about the natural world;

o as a model of how we know what we know in science,

B. Inquiry Skills
By the end of grade 12, all students should be able to use the following inquiry
skills. They should be able to:

1. Formulate usable questions by:
o generating a number of possible questions;
o recognizing which questions are in the domain of scientific inquiry;

and
o being aware of the complexity of the questions being generated.

2. Plan experiments by:
o selecting a question that can be explored through experimental

procedures;
o designing a procedure for the systematic collection of data; and
o choosing appropriate measuring tools.

3. Conduct systematic observations by:
o choosing and/or designing and building tools and apparatus;
o using tools and apparatus;
o collecting and recording data (judging their precision and

accuracy);
o organizing data; and
o representing data.

4. Interpret and analyze data by:
o graphing data; and
o retrieving, using, and comparing data from other investigations.

5. Draw conclusions by:
o relating conclusions to data and their analysis;
o relating their experiment to other experiments;
o relating their experiment to models and theories; and
o suggesting further investigations (formulating new questions).
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6. Communicate by:
o using words, graphs, pictures, charts, and diagrams to describe

the results of their experiments;
o producing summaries or abstracts of they work;
o using technology to improve communication; and
o analyzing critically other people's experimental work.

7. Coordinate and implement a full investigation by:
o formulating questions;
o planning experiments;
o conducting systematic observations;
o interpreting and analyzing data; and
o drawing conclusions and communicating the entire process.
(Skills 1 through 6 should be illustrated in a single extended inquiry.)

Students should be able to demonstrate each skill in a new experiment.
Evidence of individual skills and the ability to conduct a full investigation
will be documented in the reports that students will write during the
communication skill (no. 6) segment of a major experiment similar to the
one described in Part D.

C. Understanding the Inquiry Processes
The ability or skill of students to carry out an investigation is linked to their
understanding of inquiry processes. In addition to the ability to conduct an
investigation, by the end of grade 12 students will have developed the following
understandings:

o Inquiry processes can be analyzed to determine if they are well designed
and have the potential to produce results that are likely to answer the
original question.

o The basic ideas of science are a result of the inquiry processes and can
be used by anyone to gain new information and understandings.

In demonstrating their understanding of inquiry processes, students
should be able to describe the contribution of each part of the process
and evaluate examples of work using the skills, to determine how well it
was done.
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D. Activities That Can Help Students to Develop the Skills and Related
Understandings Associated With This Standard
By the time that students have reached high school, they should have become
familiar with inquiry skills. At times during their high school science experiences,
they will focus on individual skills, and at least once a year they will conduct a
self-directed full investigation that provides opportunities to use all of their
inquiry skills. An example of such an activity in the biological sciences is
described below.

Preparing for the Activity
The teacher raises the question, 'What are the effects of acid rain on
organisms?" The class discusses the relevance and importance of the question
and reviews what it knows and has heard about acid rain.

In their small groups, students generate some possible investigations that could
help them tackle this broad question about the effect of acid rain on organisms.
The teacher explains to the students that materials associated with a more
focused question are available to them. The more focused question is, 'What is
the effect of pH on the eggs, larvae, and pupae of fruit flies?

The Activity
Students return to their small groups to plan their investigation to address the
question. Each group will work on a different experiment and use a different
experimental design. One team of students may choose to look at the effect of
pH on the three separate stages of the fruit fly. In the first sample, the eggs will
receive a single exposure of acid rain. In the second sample, the eggs will not
be exposed to acid rain but the larvae will receive the exposure. n the third
sample, the egg stage and the larva stage will not receive the exposure, but the
pupa stage will. The same group will provide an exposure of acid rain to the
egg, larva, and pupa stages. This group may give each stage one third of the
acid exposure during each phase or may give a full exposure three times.

A second team of students may decide to focus on the effect of pH changes.
A third team may concentrate on the frequency of exposure to the acid during
each stage. A fourth group may decide to design an ambitious experiment that
takes into account several of these variables.

Different groups also have to &icicle what the output variable will be. For
instance, one team may look at the survival of the fruit fly. Another team may
focus on the fertility of the surviving fruit flies. Completion of the inquiry will
require students to review (or learn about) pH, statistical significance, and other
areas of the science and mathematics curricula.
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Students keep journals of their investigation, which includes decisions,
observations, data, analyses, conclusions, and proposals for further
investigations. The report to the class will be critiqued by other students. The
class is responsible for evaluating each group's work. Students discuss with the
presenting team their systematic observations (including the organization of
data) and their drawing of conclusions (including the synthesis of ideas) and
offer suggestions.

Representative Inquiry
If students are regarded as members of a community of learners, the next step
would be for different classes in the same school to share the results of parallel
studies on, say, fruit flies, daphnia, and beetles. Different classes in different
schools also might share and compare results with other schools through the
use of telecommunications. The different schools might compose and publish a
science journal as a final report.
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Fundamental Understandings
Prototype Standards for Matter and Its Interactions

Note: This prototype standard represents expectations for students' experiences with
and understandings of objects and materials for grades K through 4. Along with
helping children to understand basic aspects of things that they encounter daily, these
experiences (and many more in other parts of the school science program for grades
K through 4) will build and extend a foundation that will lead later toward ideas about
matter and its interactions and the usefulness of a particle model to account fcr
matter's properties.

Grades K through 4: Objects and Materials

A. Comments on This Standard
During their early years, children acquire information about their world by
examining and exploring common objects and materials in their environment.
Their natural curiosity leads them to take advantage of the many opportunities
in their daily lives to manipulate objects and materials, to compare, to contrast,
and to describe them. Young children bring these experiences to the school
setting where they are given opportunities to continue their explorations in
expanded and more focused ways, using all of their senses as well as simple
tools such as magnifiers and measuring devices.

This standard addresses the need for students to understand important
characteristics of the objects and materials that they encounter daily and to
begin seeing the usefulness of classifying them into various categories. Simple
comparisons build gradually into measurable comparisons. Drawings and
single words lead to the development of increasingly detailed sket. les and
descriptions. The observation, manipulation, and classification of common
objects provide children with an experiential foundation that leads them to
reflect, as they move through the early grades, on similarities and differences in
the materials that compose various objects.

Students' understanding of the characteristics of objects and materials and the
usefulness of description and classification should not occur through isolated
activities but, rather, in the context of broader explorations of the world. Young
children are gaining experiential understanding of the characteristics and
properties of objects and materials when they study what their senses tell them,
when they examine and sort different kinds of seeds before planting, when they
measure and graph the heights of all of the students in their class, when they
investigate the changes of state in water, and when they study objects sinking
and floating in different liquids. These and many other experiences contribute to
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the experiential foundation upon which explanations of properties and materials
can be built starting in grades 5 through 8.

B. In grades K through 4, activities such as the following, supplemented by
other experiences in daily life, can help young children to develop
fundamental ideas about objects and materials.

The episode below illustrates one way in which children can begin to develop
concepts of objects, materials, and properties.

Preparing for the Activity
A first-grade teacher has developed an instructional unit on the local
environment that offers challenging activities to help children focus on the
nature and interactions of living and nonliving things in their environment. A
major thread running through the unit concerned the description and
classification of the objects students collected as a way to understand
differences between living and nonliving things, the diversity of living and
nonliving things, and the variation within a particular set of things such as
stones or leaves.

The following experience is one of many that students had over an extended
period of time. Prior to this, they had taken several field trips around the block,
for which they had developed a map of the important areas to be investigated
(e.g., a small weed patch, a maple tree, a pothole, and a vacant lot). They had
discussed and listed various kinds of objects that they had noticed on their trips
and had categorized them as living and nonliving. The day before the
instructional unit was to start, an interesting discussion took place about
whether twigs lying on the ground were living or nonliving. The discussion led to
the acceptance of a new category, "once alive and not alive."

The Activity
Today, the teacher had planned to take the class for a walk around the block,
with the specific purpose of collecting rocks for study. Before going out, the
teacher told the students about the purpose of the walk and asked them what
they thought they might find and where they might find them. Divided into pairs
and equipped with a copy of the map of the block on a clipboard and a bag,
the children circled the block, stopping to collect stones as they went. Once
back in the classroom, the students, now in groups of four, examined their
rocks closely, using hand-held magnifying lenses. They were asked to think
about how they might describe their rocks, making some drawings if they
wished, and then to sort their rocks into groups that made sense to them.
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Within their groups, the students discussed their observations and agreed and
disagreed about categories. The teacher moved from group to group, listening

to the discussions, asking for descriptions, pointing out interesting features, and

querying the reasons for the groupings. Then, the students were asked to place
their groupings in a prescribed place until the following day.

The next day, the teacher gathered the students together. Each group was
asked to explain the basis for the grouping of their rocks. Other students were
asked to comment. The teacher picked up a new rock and asked that it be
placed in the proper pile. After each group of four students had completed their
explanations, the teacher and the class constructed a list of all of the
characteristics that the students had used in sorting their rocks. They discussed
the relative usefulness of some versus others and talked about other tools that
might be useful, such as a balance for comparing weights or a hammer for

looking inside.

Representative inquiry
This unit will continue. The students will pursue the study of rocks as well as
other parts of the environment. In the process, they will continue to study the
properties and characteristics of objects and materials and apply their abilities
to observe, describe, and classify.

Other examples of creative activities that can enable students to understand
objects, materials, and their properties include:

o observing, comparing, and describing the sizes, shapes, and weights of
common objects (such as rocks, blocks, chairs, water, buttons, fossils,
juices, soil);

o measuring and weighing various objects, using both nonstandard (beans,

paper clips, pennies) and standard (centimeters, grams) units;

o grouping or classifying common objects based on observable properties
such as things that are round, things that are smooth, and things that
have wheels;

o observing and comparing water in its solid and liquid forms;

o grouping or classifying objects according to the kinds of material of
which they are composed (such as wood, metal, glass, or clay);
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o comparing the properties of various types of material (such as color,
texture, magnetic characteristics, behavior when heated or cooled, the
ability to float or sink in water);

o comparing the weight of a piece of clay before and after it is divided into
smaller pieces and a Lego toy before and after it is taken apart.

C. As a result of their activities in grades K through 4 and everyday
experiences away from school, all students should be able to demonstrate
their understanding of certain fundamental ideas about objects and
materials; namely, that:

o Common objects have observable properties (size, shape, volume,
and weight) that can be compared and measured. Such properties
can be used to describe, group, and classify objects.

In demonstrating their understanding of these ideas, students should be
able to classify or order a set of objects according to a specified
property, such as weight or volume. They also should be able to devise
one or more ways to classify or order a set of objects and be able to
explain their classification scheme.

o Objects are made up of different kinds of materials. Materials have
observable properties (color, texture, magnetic characteristics, and
different behaviors when heated or cooled) that can be compared
and measured. Such properties are useful In describing, grouping,
and classifying materials.

In demonstrating their understanding of these ideas, student should be
able to group a set of objects according to the materials from which the
objects were made (such as wood, metal, glass, and clay). They also
should be able to describe differences in the observable properties of
such materials.

o Materials can exist in different states (solid, liquid, gaseous). Each
state has characteristic properties.

In demonstrating their understanding of these ideas, students should be
able to describe observable properties that given materials have in
common or that distinguish them from each other.
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o Some properties of a material may change when it experiences
some external change; other properties do not. In particular, if the
temperature of a sample of material is changed, the material may
change from one state to another (liquid to solid, liquid to gas, etc.).
However, the weight of an object remains unchanged when It Is
broken into smaller parts.

In demonstrating their understanding of these ideas, students should be
able to predict and describe the effects of temperature changes on water
or ice. They also should be able to provide evidence that the weight of a
sample of material remains the same even though its shape, location, or
appearance may change.

Grades 5 through 8: The Particle Model for Matter

Note: This prototype standard represents fundamental understandings for one part of
Matter and Its interactions only, namely, the particle model of matter. Standards for
other aspects of Matter and its Interactions, not developed yet, will cover the general
categories of physical and chemical changes.

A. Comments on This Standard
During their middle school years, students continue to observe, measure, and
compare the properties of matter, building on experiences and understandings
gained in grades K through 4. However, during their years in grades 5 through
8, they also begin to address the challenge of devising explanations (models) to
account for these properties.

Constructing and testing possible models (or "pictures in the mind") of how
matter might be composed introduces students to a fundamental activity in the
natural sciencesaccounting for facts, phenomena, and data about the natural
world in terms of rich explanatory models or theories. Grades 5 through 8 can
be regarded as a transition period in school science from the experiential focus
of grades K through 4 to the more serious emphasis on principles and theories
in grades 9 through 12. Students' work toward a particle model for matter in
grades 5 through 8 provides them with important insights about how science
functions, a useful explanation for differences in the three states of matter, and,
ultimately, a particle view of matter that can be extended and refined in later
studies of science.

The ability to explain observable properties in terms of the behavior of minute
imagined particles is a major accomplishment for most middle-level students.
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Such an accomplishment depends on extensive learning experiences over
considerable time as well as on multiple opportunities to experiment with
materials, determining their properties under various conditions and during
changes in state.

The existence of atoms and molecules will be accepted all too readily, without
question or evidence, unless students are challenged continuously to reflect
upon "Why do you believe that there are particles? or "How can this property
be explained in terms of a particle model?

B. As a result of their activities in grades 5 through 8, all students should be
able to demonstrate their understanding of certain fundamental ideas
regarding the common properties of matter and to develop a model of
matter that accounts for these propertiesthe particle model.

o It is possible to devise a model for matter that will represent the
properties and behaviors observed In materials. According to the
particle model, matter can be viewed as being composed of very
small particles. Particles in solid materials are close together and
not moved about easily, particles in liquid materials are close
together, but moved about easily and they tend to stick together;
particles in gaseous materials are quite far apart and move about
freely.

In demonstrating their understanding of these ideas, students should be able to
develop a model for matter that will explain common properties and behaviors
of materials, including differences observed in the properties of solids, liquids,
and gases; changes involved in melting, freezing, evaporating, and boiling; the
movement of perfume odor from an open bottle to all parts of a room;
dissolving a solid to make a drink; and blowing up a balloon. Students should
be able to compare features of their own model (or one described to them) with
those of the particle model. Also, given a description of the features of the
particle model, students should be able to explain any of the properties of
materials described above.

o The total mass of materials involved In any observed change
remains the same. For example, mass is conserved when changes
In state (such as solid to liquid or liquid to gas) and reactions
occur.
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In demonstrating their Hnderstanding of this idea, students should be able to
describe and conduct a laboratory investigation to find out whether mass is
conserved in a simple chemical reaction or in a change of state.

o Conservation of mass can be understood by regarding the changes
as involving rearrangements among the component particles. Since
the number of these particles remains the same, the total mass of
the materials remains unchanged.

In demonstrating their understanding of these ideas, students also should be
able to showusing a concrete model involving units such as Lego blocks,
dried peas, rice grains, or a system involving components such as bolts,
washers, and nutswhy the total mass remains the same even though the
system may undergo a chemical or physical change.

C. These examples illustrate the kinds of activities that can help students to
develop the understandings and related skills associated with this
standard. (It must be recognized, however, that the development of
understanding of a fundamental idea requires in-depth study over time and
many coordinated experiences based on phenomena that aro part of students'
experiences.)

The following activity illustrates one way in which an introductory activity might
contribute toward students' understanding of the conservation of mass.

Preparing for the Activity
Students are divided into groups. Each group is given an ice cube in a jar.
Visible to the classroom is a large jar of ice.

The Activity
Working in their groups, students share their observations of the ice cube
melting and make as many observations as possible. They also watch a time-
lapsed video of some ice melting, to enable them to make more time-dependent
observations than would be possible in one class session. (Ideally, this video
should be developed by the students.)

The groups discuss their observations, then are invited to describe the things
that changed and the things that did not change in this activity. Such a list
might include comments on color, wetness, temperature, mass, shape, volume,
and size.
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Next, the students work in their groups to identify one factor that they regard as
critical to the melting process. They define a question that they believe is
important and can be investigated and proceed to plan and conduct an
investigation.

As each group conducts its investigation, the teacher serves as a resource for
supplies and helps with procedures, data collection, and interpretation.

The teams are asked to summarize their results and draw their conclusions.
Then, these are shared and discussed with the whole class.

Representative Inquiry
Another activity might be in the form of a challenge to the whole group to find
out whether the mass of the water changes as the ice cube melts. In small
groups, students will design and conduct an investigation and analyze and
present their work to the class. Students should be given minimal direction in
terms of tools and planning steps.

Some groups likely will realize that they need a container so that water does not
spill off the balance. They also may recognize that they should cover the ice
cube system with a lid.

The groups may use a variety of balances. An electronic balance, if available,
could be coupled to a computer so that graphs can be generated during the
experiments. A timing device will be needed if students decide to record
possible changes over time rather than record only a measurement at the
beginning and end of the change.

A Possible Scenario: One teams reveals that the mass of the melted ice is
greater than the mass of the original ice. A second team was aware of
condensation on the outside of the container and removed it as it appeared
during the experimeat. This team found that the mass did not change. The first
team objects to this procedure, saying that the condensation represents some
water inside the jar that passed through the wall of the container.

The students are led to further experimentation and investigation. Discussion
prior to the new experiment may reveal that some of the students hav3 had
experience with condensation in everyday life. A new investigation with
styrofoam cups (where little condensation forms) is conducted. This experiment
helps the class to converge on a conclusion to the question of whether mass
changes.
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Students' acceptance of the notion of conservation of mass will depend, in part,
on allowing them to explore a variety of systems and changes during
successive class sessions. Once the notion is accepted, students can be
challenged to explain how constancy of mass in such a variety of systems is
possible. Their explanations will reflect their own thinking regarding aspects of
how matter might be composed. A particle model of matter can be derived from
their model-building efforts eventually or offered as a useful way to account for
this important generality.

Examples of other activities that support the development of understanding of the
particle model of matter include:

o identifying and comparing the characteristic properties of samples of
typical solids, liquids, and gases;

o investigating the qualitative effects of temperature, volume, and pressure
changes on a sample of gas;

o investigating changes of state for common substances.
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Applications of Science:
Prototype Standard for Decision-Making

Note: As does the prototype Standard for Modes of Inquiry, this prototype focuses on
grades 9 through 12. Standards for Decision-Making for grades K through 4 and 5
through 8, not drafted yet, will reflect the same general perspectives, but will address
the relevant skills and understandings at developmentally appropriate levels.

Grades 9 Through 12: Decision - Making

A. Comments on This Standard
Many of the critical and complex issues facing the world today involve individual
and social values and group decision-making processes as well as scientific
understandings. Including "real world" decision-making opportunities in the
curriculum will motivate and engage students more successfully in learning
science when they understand its relationship to their daily lives and can
reinforce their knowledge of scientific principles by applying it to making
decisions.

The development of students' decision-making skills and their ability to apply
scientific knowledge, principles, and thinking to making decisions is both a
challenge and an opportunity for science educators. Decision-making requires
complex and high-level cognitive skills that can be improved with guided
experience and practice.

Numerous aspects -- beyond the purely scientificmust be considered when
addressing many issues in today's rapidly changing, highly technical society.
This challenges educators to integrate material across subject area boundaries.
The initial focus in science classes is on identifying and stating the issue,
separating the scientific and technical aspects, and gathering relevant
information. Supporting activities will be under way in other classes such as
language arts, history, social studies, and technical education. Coordination
among the classes will lead to refinement and amplification of the issue,
identification of its important dimensions, and an appreciation and
understanding of the complexity of the problem.

The decision-making processes outlined here are broad-based and rational, but
they should not be considered formalistic or rigidly linear. The general steps can
be entered at different points, and one or more elements or sequences may be
repeated in an iterative way. In addition to flexibility, focusing on particular
aspects of decision-making has value and may be preferred at times to
completing the entire decision-making procedure. As an example, evaluating a
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proposed solution for its scientific feasibility can be done without having to
make a final decision.

The ability to make an Wormed rational approach to decision-making will be a
major accomplishment for most students in grades 9 through 12. It will depend
on the development of a foundation of scientific knowledge and inquiry skills
and on having numerous opportunities to apply the knowledge and the skills in
making decisions. in turn, the decision-making activities will provide a
motivational context for learning science and for students' to develop an
understanding of the scientific knowledge involved.

A particularly challenging task for students is cultivating the open-mindedness
necessary for considering and formulating multiple alternative solutions.
Students must be encouraged continuously to examine a problem from different
perspectives. Discussions in small groups can formulate alternative solutions,
which individuals can investigate further.

B. Decision- making Skills
By the end of grade 12, all students should have developed the following
decision-making skills. They should be able to:

o identify and state clearly an issue of personal, civic, national, or global
significance that is of high interest to them. The statement must be in a
form that requires a decision; for example: "How will the county dispose
of its garbage after the present landfill has reached capacity?*

o identify important dimensions of the issue such as the scientific, political,
ethical, cultural, technological, and economic impacts.

o gather information about the scientific and technological aspects of the
issue, including relevant principles, concepts, and data.

o generate a set of alternative solutions that address all dimensions of the
issue.

o evaluate each proposed solution in light of its scientific and technological
aspects and recognize when an incomplete knowledge base may result
in uncertainty and ambiguity.
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o decide which alternative is preferred and justify the choice based on its
scientific and technological merits. Attention should be paid to the
limitations and constraints introduced by nontechnical aspects of each
alternative solution.

o present a solution and participate in a consensus-building activity to
arrive at a group decision. Consideration must be given to the competing
solutions and to the constraints introduced by the values and information
from the other dimensions.

To demonstrate their development of these skills, students should be able to
carry out each step of the process if the content of the preceding steps is
provided. In addition, students or a group of students should be able to carry
out the entire process and document it in writing or on a video recording.

C. Understanding Decision-making Processes
The ability of students to use the decision-making process outlined in this
standard is related to their understanding of it By the end of grade 12, students
should have developed the following understandings:

o Each part of the process has an important function and contributes to
the total process. The total process can occur in different ways (orders),
but all of the parts play important roles.

o Many complex problems can be made more manageable by breaking
them into small subproblems or dimensions.

o It is important to consider multiple perspectives or dimensions of a
question in order to reach the highest quality and most widely iccepted
solution. The goal of public decision-making should be to produce the
greatest amount of good for the greatest number of people without
denying the rights of majorities and minorities.

o Often, decisions must be made with less information than desired or with
an inadequate understanding or agreement (even by the experts) of the
scientific principles involved.

o Scientific understanding is an essential, but not a sufficient, ingredient for
decision-making; however, science alone cannot provide the decision. It
can help to clarify some of the issues and to determine scientific or
technological feasibility. Nevertheless, in the end, social, political,
economic, and ethical values will influence the decision significantly.
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o In complex, real-life situations, there seldom is an easily-agreed-upon,
ideal decision. Instead, the "best" decision should be considered the one
made by a group in a cooperative democratic way using the best
information available.

To demonstrate their understanding of decision-making, students should be
able to describe the role and purpose of each step and how their combination
of steps produces a quality decision. To do so, they can analyze a written or
video-recorded account of a decision-making episode and critique the
appropriateness of the actions taken in each step. Students also will be able to
evaluate the accuracy of the science used in the process and the contributions
it made to the decision.

D. Experiences That Can Help Students to Develop the Skills and Related
Understandings Associated With This Standard

In selecting or developing a science-related, decision-making activity, such as
the example given below, these criteria should be considered in selecting the
issue or problem:
o The problem should have a large science component, for which

information is readily available.
o The problem should have relevance to students.
o The science ideas associated with the problem should depend upon and

reinforce other school science content and the students' experience.
o The scope of the problem should be sufficiently limited so that students

can reach a decision in a reasonable amount of time.

The Activity
1. An industrial park is planned on a local, undeveloped, flood plain. Debate

in the community rages around the question, "Should the industrial park
be built?"

2. What are the dimensions of the problem? Local experts can visit the
class and discuss the significance of the flood plain to the community
economics, zoning, the history of past flood events, and the like.
Students will prepare lists of topics on these points for further
investigation, identifying those that are scientific and technical and those
that represent other values and dimensions, such as economic, political,
social, religious, and ethical viewpoints. (These other dimensions may be
considered in other parts of the curriculum.)
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3. Small groups in the science class will be assigned the tasks of identifying
the local flood plain, analyzing hydrologic and precipitation records for
the region in order to estimate the recurrence intervals of floods and
precipitation events, and confirming current and planned uses for the
flood plain. They will consider the history of past floods and their Impact
on the community (which, again, may be addressed in non science
subject matter classes). They will conduct investigations at the river; for
example, measuring discharge, determining the dimensions of the flood
plain, and examining the sedimentary structure (graded bedding) of the
flood plain.

4. The small groUps will generate alternatives for current and future uses of
the local flood plain. These alternatives may range from the continuation
of current practice to controlled development such as relocating the
residents or rerouting the river, developing parks, or leaving the river in a
natural state. The students will be asked to consider possible alterations
to the river to protect or allow development.

5. The groups will evaluate the alternatives based on scientific principles
and on information they have collected such as the recurrence intervals
of floods and the probability of a flood occurring during any given year.
(Consideration of other dimensions such as economics, politics, and
social concerns should be brought in from other content areas at this
point.)

6. Each group will decide on a preferred alternative and prepare a
presentation justifying its choice. The presentation will r Iflect scientific,
technical, and other dimensions.

7. Each group will present its recommendation to the class in a seminar like
setting. The teacher may use this as an opportunity to build consensus.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

Philosophers of science examine the nature of science, the characteristics of scientific
knowledge, and assumptions about the natural world that guide the work of scientists.

Philosophers recognize that science is complex and multifaceted. However, common
responses to the question, What is science? usually focus on a single facet. Many
school science programs today mirror a single-faceted view of the subject. The
National Science Education Standards set expectations for school science that
acknowledge the complexity of science. These are the facets of science that will be
reflected in the standards:

o a body of information and a collection of theories, laws, and principles (usually
expressed mathematically) that have been verified by the scientific community
and are used by it to exp!ain and predict natural phenomena;

o a method of inquiry that is practiced by a community of scholars called
scientists;

o the rules of evidence and argumentation used by scientists to verify the body of
information, theories, laws, and principles;

o the search for understanding and control of the natural environment that
preoccupies much of humanity.

This last facet illustrates the close association of science and technology in the
public's mind. Making explicit this relationship as well as making distinct these two
activities are appropriate tasks for school science.

Philosophers hold different views of the nature of reality and whether scientific
knowledge is true or simply valid. These views include such perspectives as:

o scientific observations can be entirely objective;

o scientific observations are not totally objective;

o a scientific theory is not *proved" to try to establish its truth, existence, or
validity; rather, it is accepted if there is an adequate fit or conformity between
the theory and existing scientific knowledge.

Two competing paradigms of science have been the focus of disagreements among
historians, philosophers, and sociologists. The older, referred to as logical positivism,
is characterized by arguments for the objectivity of scientific observation and the truth
of scientific knowledge.
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A more contemporary approach, often called postmodernism, questions the objectivity
of observation and the truth of scientific knowledge. Advocates of this position argue
that scientific observations are not totally objective because the observations to be
made, the topics to be investigated, and the hypotheses to be tested are affected by
the values, experiences, language, and culture in which scientists operate. This
concept asserts that knowledge is a mental representation of the natural world. This
concept differs from logical positivism in that it acknowledges that the mental
representation constructed by the individual is influenced by prior experiences,
understandings, language, and culture. In this view, a scientific theory is not "proved"
true; rather, the fit between the theory and the existing knowledge base, as well as the
goals of the individual or of the intellectual or social community, are examined.

Knowledge is both personal and public in that it belongs to the individual and to
society. Personal knowledge is viable to the individual kncwer, while communal
knowledge is judged viable by a community of individuals according to the principles
of logic and rules of evidence that the community has accepted. Both personal and
communal knowledge are provisional and subject to amendment or modification if the
knowledge does not remain viable.

The National Science Education Standards are based on the postmodemist view of
the nature of science.
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING SCIENCE

Learning science is epitomized by a process of making sense of new experiences that
are interpreted by the learner in light of previous information and then consolidated
into his or her knowledge base. Several areas of research in cognitive science have
contributed to this understanding of how science is learned and are discussed below.

The Language of Science

One line of research has probed discrepancies between the knowledge that a teacher
presents to students and the information that is received by them. For example, the
definitions that scientists have for certain words differ significantly from their everyday
meanings. Beginning physics students use the everyday meaning of "velocity," which
involves only the speed of an object, rather than the physicist's definition of "velocity,"
which involves both speed and direction. Students may define the word appropriately,
but they apply the everyday meaning and misunderstand the interactions between
force and velocity.

"Alternative Frameworks"

Scientific language is not the only source of confusion between the personal
knowledge of the learner and scientific knowledge. Students also bring their own
preexisting theories, or "alternative frameworks," into the science classroom. These
spontaneous theories of the natural world are results of the learner's previous
experiences and have not been subjected to the rigorous examinations for viability,
internal consistency, and fit that scientific theories have.

These "alternative frameworks" are remarkably persistent. There is evidence that
students can succeed in schooling through the college level without acquiring an
understanding of underlying scientific principles. The existence and persistence of
students' previous knowledge have serious implications for their instruction and for the
assessment of what they have learned in school.

At best, scientific theories survive this mismatch by being relegated to information that
is applicable only in the school setting and acceptable only as a mechanism for getting
a high mark in the appropriate class. Students are frequently very explicit about this
relegation of scientific knowledge as they talk about "cramming for the test and then
dumping the information."

There is evidence that "alternative frameworks" must be addressed directly. Students
must have, and reflect on, experiences that cannot be explained by their "alternative
frameworks."
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Context

The culture of the learning environment has a major effect on how willing students are
to learn and on how much they assimilate. Several researchers have concluded that
knowledge taught and learned in school is of limited value in the world outside school.
Many of the general skills and much of the knowledge acquired in the school setting
are used only in formal tests, even though it has been shown that the context in which
situation-specific knowledge and skills are learned improves their applicability. Several
aspects of school culture have been the focus of research on motivation and
achievement.

Numerous studies have demonstrated that people are more successful at work-related
tasks than they are in applying algorithms to similar academic tasks. Frequently, even
adults manipulate objects in the environment to solve practical problems.
Unfortunately, the use of physical objects in the solution of academic tasks is
denigrated in favor of mental manipulations. Reasoning strategies developed in the
context of the workplace are more adaptable to new situations than are algorithms
learned in school.

Social Interactions

The degree of social interactions is another distinction between tasks performed in the
workplace and those done in the school setting. In most work situations, many tasks
are solved by interacting with others, which widens the information base brought to
bear on the task and provides social support and encouragement to complete the
task. Working cooperatively in groups has been reported to increase achievement,
retention, and critical reasoning skills.

Interactions with others while completing a shared task in school result in the learner
improving understanding of the concept, reflecting on the learning processes,
increasing his or her level of thinking, and enhancing the quality of reasoning
strategies. It has been demonstrated that students achieve more and retain more
information if they are given the task of resolving different ideas together.

Social interactions in the classroom can be orchestrated in various ways. Some group
interactions call for the assignment of specific roles to students while others involve the
entire class. Some strategies allow the teacher to model the correct method and give
students the opportunity to practice the desired skills, which are improved by feedback
from the teacher and from class peers. One strategy to teach students to perform
complex tasks calls for the teacher to provide intellectual scaffolding early in the
learning process in order to make the structure of the solution clear to the student. As
the student gains proficiency in the components of the larger task, the scaffolding is
reduced.
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The focus on social interactions in the classroom is important and is consistent with
material presented in Appendix A on the postmodemist view of learning. A major goal
of school science education is to facilitate the transition of the learner's personal
knowledge of the natural world into knowledge that is accepted by the scientific
community. One psychologist has demonstrated that children's ideas about the natural
world change as they come into contact with scientifically accepted ones during
conversation. This is the principle behind restructuring the science class into a
community of inquirers.
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FAST PASS

THANK YOU FOR PROVIDING US WITH YOUR FEEDBACK. Please take a few moments and complete
the form below. In order to provide us ample time to consider your comments before the distribution of the
next document, PLEASE RETURN TO US BY JANUARY 15n1.

This is the first of two feedback forms, both constructed In ways as to gather the information we want, both
general and specific, In the format most convenient for you-checklist and open ended.

If you have time only to read the document and fill out your responses quickly, please fill out this page only.
if you have time for a thorough reading and/or critique, please complete the second survey. Some of the
questions ask you about yourself. All information Is optional, of course, but It will help us to Identify patterns
in the responses.

Did you see the October Discussion Document? Eyes Du)

tf so, did you give us feedback? Eyes Cho

if so, do you see any progress in the direction you hoped? Oyes Um
Please describe:

Occupation

State of Residence?

How did you hear about the National Science Education Standards effort (e.g. conference, publication, word
of mouth)?

What I like best about the document:

What I like least about the document:

An area which I feel needs clarification:

Please rate the following prototype standards:

excellent very good fair poor
Prototype Standard for Modes of Inquiry 0 0 0 0
Prototype Standards for Matter and Its Interactions 0 0 0 0
Prototype Standard for Decision-Making 0 0 0 0

Please Mail to: NCSESA Critique & Consensus
National Research Council
2101 Constitution Ave., NW
HA488
Washington, DC 20418
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LONG FORM

Please take this time to provide us with further input and comments on the science education standards
document. Again, In order to ensure that we consider your comments before we distribute our next
document, please return them to us as soon as possible, but no later than JANUARY 15TH. Responses
received after this date, are certainly welcome; however, we may not be able to review your concerns prior
to distribution. THANK VOW!

If you have time only to read the document and Ni out your responses quicidy, please NI out the fast pass
survey. If you have time for a thorough reading and/or critique, please complete this survey, the long loan.
Some of the questions ask you about yourself. All Information is optional, of course, but It will help us to
identify patterns in the responses.
11111111111111M,

Did you see the October Discussion Document? Dyes ho
If so, did you give us feedback? Dies Cho

If so, do you see any progress In the direction you hoped? Eyes Ono
Please describe:

Name

Address

Telephone Number

Occupation

How did you hear about the National Science Education Standards effort (e.g. conference, publication, word
of mouth)?

What I like best about the document:

What I like least about the document:

An area which I feel needs clarification:
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The following group of questions correspond to the Sections in the document. For each Section
please indicate how carefully you read the document, and give us a quick rating of how you think we
addressed the section. Then, provide any additional comments or advice for improvement In the
space provided.

SECTION I: INTRODUCTION
I read the section: very carefully 0, fairly carefully 0, skimmed It E=1
I think you addressed the topics In this section: well 0, adequately 0, poorly a
Additional comments:

SECTION II: THE GOALS OF SCHOOL SCIENCE EDUCATION
I read the section: very carefully 0, fairly carefully 0, skimmed It CI
I think you addressed the topics In this section: well 0, adequately O. poorly
Additional comments:

SECTION TIME CHARACTER OF SCHOOL SCIENCE
I read the section: very carefully 0, fairly carefully 0, skimmed it Ci
I think you addressed the topics in this section: well 0, adequately 0, poorly 0.
Additional comments:

SECTION IV: THE STANDARDS FOR SCHOOL SCIENCE
I read the section: very carefully 0, fairly carefully 0, skimmed It O.
I think you addressed the topics in this section: well 0, adequately 0, poorly O.
Additional comments:
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The following questions pertain to important issues which the science standards will address. Please

state your views on each of the topics.

One reaction we heard from many people regarding the October discussion document was that technology

should be part of the science curriculum. We are trying to understand what people mean when they say

this. Some people think that the boundaries between science and technology are fuzzy or nonexistent.

Others make distinctions between science and technology and among the different kinds of technology
applied science, principles of engineering, and design. Do you see the distinctions? Why or why not?

If the distinctions are a helpful way to think about the territory of school sciences, please Indicate how you

would allocate 100% of the science instructional time among these categories of emphasis:

natural sciences
applied science
principles of engineering
design

Please rate the following prototype standards:

excellent very good fair poor

Prototype Standard for Modes of Inquiry 0 0 0 0
Prototype Standards for Matter and Its Interactions 0 0 0 0
Prototype Standard for Decision-Making 0 0 0 0
What comments and suggestions do you have regarding these prototype standards?

Please return to:
NCSESA Critique & Consensus
National Research Council
2101 Constitution Avenue, NW
HA 486
Washington, DC 20418
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